VA Caucus Agenda
Wed., October 28, 2020; 9:30am-12:00pm
Via ZOOM - https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81314345006
password: 943488

1) Welcome and Special Guest Introductions (Jamie Gross, Vonda Poynter)
Jeanie Barbrow, Anne Herring – USDA RD; Amy Schwartz, Cliff Millirons – VHDA;
Brian Koziol, VHA
2) Review Previous Minutes and Action Items pp. 3-7

3) Around the Horn - Open for discussion – what keeps you up at night?

15 minutes

4) Topic to dig a little deeper – Rural Studio Work (Jamie)

15-20 Min.

5) State Legislative Updates (Andy Kegley, Brian Koziol)
a. Andy – State of the State
b. Virginia Housing Alliance

20 minutes

6) Advocacy (Alex Dadok, Josh Stewart)
20 minutes
a. State priority conversation – state tax credit (see Task Force report)
b. FHA/HUD loan conversation – Why/ why don’t you use property improvement
loans?
c. How do we attract young talent to our Network?
d. Report on Federal activities – Looking forward to appropriations season

7) Health Initiative Collaboration Update (Andy Kegley, Rebecca Dillow)
Ballad Health collaborative – VA Gov. Housing Conf.

15 minutes

8) Housing Counseling – HUD deadline now August 1, 2021;
10 minutes
Impact -HUD certified counselors? Other VHDA counseling services – crisis,
foreclosure prevention

9) Fahe Annual Meeting Debrief (Vonda)

10-15 min.

10) VHDA Updates (Amy Schwartz, Cliff Millirons)

10 minutes
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11) USDA Updates (Jeannie Barbrow, Anne Herring)

10 minutes

12) Fahe Updates – Memo Attached pp. 8-10
20 Minutes
a. Board Members Report/Update (Andy Kegley, Jake Powell)
Interested in knowing more about the new FY 2022-2026 Strategic Plan? Contact
Sara Ball at sball@fahe.org Comments on this draft must be rec’d by Nov. 13.
b. Fahe Member Updates (Vonda)
- Reporting – QE 6-30-20
- Training for 2021; HUD Counseling; Reimbursements for Training, Fannie Mae
- Rural Studio Opportunity follow-up
c. John Niederman, Fahe Fellow
d. Impact Planning (Katy Stigers) pp. 11-31
See below for continuing conversation, Thurs. October 29 at 11am!
e. Fundraising (Sara M.)
f. Lending
- Community Lending
- Just Choice Lending

Next Caucus Meeting – Feb., 2021 - hosted by AppCAA at Natural Tunnel State Park

Upcoming Events


2020 MIT Student Report/Review Webinar coming soon



Thurs. Oct. 29 – 11am: Monthly Training Webinar – Continuing Conversation on
Impact Planning with Katy Stigers! – Appointment to follow!
 Nov. 9-13 – ReFrame Conference – Virtual: https://reframeconference2020.sched.com/
 Nov. 18-20 – Virginia Governor’s Housing Conference (Virtual): https://www.vaghc.com/
 Thurs. Nov. 19 – 11am: Monthly Training Webinar – Quarterly Reporting – updates
for Federal FY2021, help for new reporters, answers to common questions, etc.
 Thurs. Dec. 17 – 11am: Monthly Training Webinar: Communications Training
 Wed., Jan. 15 - Quarterly Reporting Due Quarter Ending 12/31/20
 Thurs. Jan. 28 – 11am: Monthly Training Webinar – Managing Rental Assets
 Thurs. Feb. 25 – 11am: Monthly Training Webinar – 502 Refresher
 Thurs. Mar. 25 – 11am: Monthly Training Webinar – Fair Housing Workshop
April – Fahe Spring Retreat
 Thurs. May 27 – 11am: Monthly Training Webinar – TBD
 Thurs. June 24 – 11am: Monthly Training Webinar – TBD
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VA Caucus Minutes
Wed., June 17, 2020; 9:30am-12:00pm
Via ZOOM
Member Group
Appalachian Comm. Action (AppCAA)
Community Housing Partners (CHP)
HOPE, Inc.
People, Inc.
SE Rural Comm. Asst. Project (SERCAP)
Washington Co., VA Habitat for Humanity
GUESTS

Fahe STAFF

Representatives
Rebecca Dillow
Jake Powell
Andy Kegley
Jamie Gross
Cherry Wilson
Molly Jacobson
Amy Schwartz
Jeanie Barbrow
Lynn Pannell
Lindy Turner
Jose Quinonez
Vonda Poynter
Alex Dadok
Dwain Neeley
Drew Prichard
Brittney Murphy
Anthony Newman

Present
Absent
Danielle Stapleton
Samantha Livesay
Jordan Atwood
X
X
X
VHA
VHDA
USDA-RD VA
Bristol RHA
Clinch-Powell RC&D
Prtnrs for Rural Trnsfrmt
Sara Morgan
Josh Stewart
Vanessa Haste
Pam Johnson
Claire Hogg, Intern
Chad McPherson

83% Attendance – 5 of 6 member groups present

ACTION ITEMS FROM MEETING:
FOR MEMBERS:
ACTION ITEM
DEADLINE/Person Responsible
Caucus Chair Election – call for nominees
Rebecca & Caucus
Watch for ESG or HOME rental assistance or funds
for foreclosure prevention
All
FOR FAHE STAFF:
ACTION ITEM
DEADLINE/Notes:
Water Is Life Conference
Add to Event Calendar – April 2021
Welcome and Special Guest Introductions (Andy Kegley, Vonda Poynter)
Jeanie Barbrow, Anne Herring – USDA RD; Amy Schwartz, Cliff Millirons – VHDA; Fahe
Member, Scott McReynolds – Housing Development Alliance, Hazard, KY, Lindy Turner, TN
Caucus Chair.
2) Review Previous Minutes and Action Items – No changes needed, minutes approved.
3) Introductions, Share on Usage of: PPP, EIDL, VHDA C-19 Programs
AppCAA – rec’d PPP – next payroll will use remaining funds; emergency support from VHDA – 2
applications – new phone system with that money – Microsoft Suite – 21st century updates –
Learned that we can do it from home, serve clients remotely, policy around flexible
scheduling/work from home. More fluid as a team - appreciate time together even more.
Danielle reports good smooth transition – clients have stepped up and capable of working with
us remotely.
1)

People, Inc. – Jamie – Sr. Housing Counselor – applied for VHDA $ and rec’d under housing
counseling program – good portion used for property management. Working on a Foreclosure
grant; many diff. pots of money coming through right now. Have been successful working from
home – Jamie and Jane with rehab; both HO and 504 home repair. Jane working on getting
HO Counselor Exam passed – challenging but working well for the clients – have submitted one
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502 during this time, working on another - a little harder remotely.
HOPE, Inc. – VHDA COVID-19 $$ - very appreciative – passed through for CoC – Domestic
Violence Program - $40K Family Resource Center. Working on DHCD Rental Relief Program of
$20M before June 29 (must show lost income since March 1). June 24th courts will reopen;
anticipate evictions. 46 households in hotels for shelter – usually only 2! Staff very busy – hotel
was empty so win/win. Moving shelter clients to rapid rehousing; using Google voice for texts
since not all clients have cell phones – need for paperwork, HOPE’s available PPP will meet 6-30
deadline for forgiveness. Board Mtg anticipate EIDL approval to pay off debt; then address
HVAC and roof improvement needs for HOPE. Jordon – 2 contracts for new homes and a
couple more in the pipeline – some waiting of COEs, working through HO counseling.
CHP – Jake – PPP – go through June – VHDA funding was great and a quick turnaround; using
exclusively for PPE – large multi-family property portfolio – for staff to service the properties and
going into occupied homes in VA only. Wish that other states would provide that type of
funding.; spending LOTS of money to do the same in other states. Most difficult problem with
remote work is folk working from home with children until school/daycare open back up. Trying
to balance need for work to get done with child care. COVID-19 has busted the myth that
clients aren’t able to engage virtually. Samantha – 50% of staff in the office with remote as
well; see a shift to more virtual. Growing customers virtually – partnership w/VA Tech – lunch &
learn webinars virtual – great engagement, through social media/Zoom – very fortunate and
have built a virtual community. HO month celebrated in June with awesome interviews – one
with Jeanie Barbrow, USDA – interviewing partners.
SERCAP – just opened office up on Mon, June 15 with plans for 3 days in the office, 2 at home.
Uninterrupted time is a bonus at home, more work done. Wrapping up IRP houses – 6 with
inspections. Have experienced a shortage of materials/lumber. DHCD provided $$ for deep
cleaning new homes when completed. Water Is Life Conference cancelled until April 2021.
Did not apply for PPP.
Washington Co. HFH – Vonda shared – the organization ceased operations when COVID-19 hit
and released the part-time ED. Business activity carried by Audrey Thompson and Mike Rush,
board members, but closed door to clients. Has worked with Fahe & VA Habitat; WCHFH will
be absorbed by VA-HFH and their membership will expire6/30/2020.
Guest - Bristol Region Housing Authority – Lisa shared they worked from home; had staggered
schedules; and opened up last week, clients by appt only. Working on an Eviction Prevention
program to keep families stable – started this before COVID-19 – have tapped into People, Inc.
through CoC $$ - help ppl make a plan for when the moratorium is over. Learned that we are
versatile. Utilized VHDA $$ - great funding – very smooth process. Plodding along – hoping to
join Fahe.
4)

Recovery Work – Hope Building, Housing Development Alliance - Scott McReynolds shared a
presentation on HDA’s apprenticeship work with people coming out of recovery, - slides
attached. Some points: Basis was to lower the labor costs with trainees who wanted to
learn, earn some type of certification and become employable. There were very high labor
costs on first house because all were trainees: cost of $40K – labor/labor burden/benefits. If
building 8-9 year, could cut labor cost in half. HDA estimate: $20K direct cost + indirect = if
sold first house at $175 would have covered all costs. All-in costs around $190K, around
$120/sq. foot including lot; extra costs on first house: cement siding (materials $3K more), tile
back splash, deck, cement porch, upgraded cabinets. Expect this program to benefit HDA
more in the future.

5)

Legislative Updates - Josh Stewart – Advocacy has been working a lot on the Coronavirus
response and watching HERO’s Act – Phase 4 – very likely that the final version won’t look
anything like what came over from the House. DOA likely in the Senate– $3 Trillion proposal,
but per Mitch McConnell – if they pass the bill – it will be much less: $1-2 Trillion. See update in
Membership Newsletter which includes links to what might is of interest. Priorities have not
been picked up by nat’l advcacy groups – Rental Asst is needed as stimulus and to be
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increased = $100B available through ESG program but doesn’t have a great entrée into
Rural Areas – SW VA is the exception. Advocating that it come through HOME for better
penetration. CARES Act – a lot of discussion about PPP – if you haven’t seen it already – we
have a video/resource for information.
VA Housing Alliance – Molly - Public Housing & Rental Asst – both have been lifted up at the
federal level. State priorities – protecting budgetary items that were passed last year –
critical to keep them in place. Josh noted claw-backs from state House – AHTF – celebrated
success after the session – with clawbacks, some decrease because of COVID-19. SW VA
regional rep. on the commission to study the feasibility of state tax credit for housing; Jake
Powell – tapped to represent the region. Updates forthcoming.
Alex – going to the Fahe Board next week with proposal to support Broadband legislation –
access/affordability – Big Picture Policy Committee – Jim Clyburn has proposed a very big
bill that lines up pretty well with what our group is asking for. Distance learning, telehealth to
respond to COVID-19. When things slow down a bit in Congress, it should get some attention.
Proposal for Living Wage jobs position also going to the Board for their support. Seeing a lot
of pain in our communities – loss of income, job scarcity; the stock market bouncing back is
a good sign, but that should not be the only indicator, legislators need to realize that.
6)

Health Initiative Update –Andy reported on Ballad Health collaborative - update on the
team Members and Social Determinants of Health – had an idea for Gov’s Housing
Conference in Nov.; it may be in Roanoke, may be virtual; proposing a Panel of Fahe
and Ballad. It is notjust work that Ballad is doing with accountable care community –
and Paula at Ballad has been cooperative –but how it overlaps our Membership in SW
VA and NE TN – talk about Fahe- example of what can happen with collaboration in a
largely rural part of the state(s). The conference application is due June 19; Andy will
contact DHCD. Rebecca - nothing moving forward since Covid-19 as far as new
programs. Emergency room screenings around referrals – housing/housing conditions –
have not seen those results but have asked for them – this may be avaluable place
where we could hear about housing needs from the community.

7)

Contact Tracing - Contact Tracing – initiative with the community action programs and
possibly AmeriCorps/VISTA. Per Lindy, also some addt’l funds for AmeriCorps for increase in
stipend, bill moving through Congress (Chris Kuhns) sounds like there’s some weight behind it.

8)

Housing Counseling – HUD Award to VHDA – any insight on what may be coming? Amy
reported they haven’t seen any announcements internally. Crisis service – CARES act for rent
relief/shelter work, prevention work has been the goal.

9)

VHDA Updates - Amy Schwartz: Have really enjoyed the meeting! VHDA has a new name:
VIRGINIA HOUSING – it’s going to take everyone a while to get used to using the new name.
Staff still working remotely 40 were mandatory; for mail, etc. in office, one person in office for
mail; checking building security. March 13th notice for 400 employees to work at home on
March 16th; IT infrastructure handled it! Board meetings are partially in person/virtual. Drop
box, no face to face; 3 to 4 phases to stagger back employees. Managers meet virtually
every other week. VH glad to be able to help in this crisis with funding. VH under the nat’l
numbers in forebearance, very little in the way of need to take forebearance (lots of loan
servicing work) – and on the mortgage side as well - very proud of that!

10) USDA Updates - Jeanie – Happy HO Month! The fantastic crew in VA adapted to virtual –
processing loans/grants – working with everyone virtually; one person going in to check mail,
UPS/FedEx. Short notice for telework; using secure box outside the door for document drop
off. Depending on location, 3-4 stages for staggering employees. Interest rate dropping to
2.5% - can accept 504 apps electronically now! By June 30 will be accepting credit reports
via email – like ACH or eCheck like a voided check. Continuing 504 pilot - $10K Grant, loan
up to $40K VLI; doing a ZOOM realtor training and some virtual outreach - creative staff –
going above and beyond to make it work. Even inspection repairs via pictures. VA is #2 for
the housing low loans! Very proud of this.
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Amy - on Credit Report – can VHDA use their credit report for 502 loan docs? Per Jeanie,
Yes; it may change at the end of the pandemic – working well and customers really
appreciate it
Jake what about extensions on COEs, what is the criteria? Per Jeanie: extended with no
question through the pandemic, with no criteria – 1. Process based on situation right now; or
2. Hold until back to work; or 3. Client choice to withdraw – until post-pandemic. USDA is
being as lenient as possible.
11) Caucus Chair Election - Rebecca Dillow will be following up with the caucus Members via
email to find out who may be interested in serving as Chair and will handle Caucus election
in the same manner.
12) Fahe UPDATES – Attached Memo
a. Fahe Board Report (Andy Kegley, Jake Powell) – Finance committee reviewed budget
work and dug in deep on line items - big issue during a pandemic - Fahe did good work.
Last Board meeting was the night before pandemic hit and everything closed. The
Board meets next week with the budget on the Agenda
b. COVID-19 Fundraising Plan (Sara Morgan) – reviewed the prelim. list of COVID-19 funding
sources:

-

CDBG – each state increased funds – looking to get Members to work with local
governments to access to those funds.

-

Hardest Hit Funds – possible re-enacting for some states;

-

Homelessness $ via ESG to respond to get homeless housed – we are going to need to
broaden the use of those funds for homeless prevention services and possibly
foreclosure prevention.

-

Broadband – unsure how Fahe can tap into the funds on behalf of the Members –
positions. If you have ideas for funding, what do Members need? Please let us know.

-

New Market Tax Credits – exploring how to use as gap funding. Sara has talked with a
group of CDFIs that focus on homeownership and a policy group working on
homeownership – with FHLBs – working with Capital Magnet, NMTC, LIHTC for HOship –
how projects could be scored vs. using census tract information. Habitat for Humanity
groups have a NMTC structure; Fahe has signed on to HFH campaign on HOship.
Jake is interested – good idea state-wide application (not census tract) something
like LIHTC but for Homeownerhsip; People Inc is interested.

-

Build allies for Income Eligibility – justice/inequity – tell your stories.

c. Advocacy Items - Working Groups – Income Eligibility and Big Picture Policy Committee.
Good time to build allies for income eligibility policy change – also keep justice and
inequities at the forefront. Jake noted that it might be good to do a Big Picture Policy
Group Exposé at the Annual Meeting – tell them who we are and what we work on.

d. Membership Updates (Vonda)
- Reporting – see attached report for VA Members
-

Training Plan – FY21 Membership workplan to bring 9 trainings (basically one each
month minus Sept, Dec. April to build organizational capacity/strength for Members.
First one in July on tips to save money on P&C Insurance from Scott Insurance – watch
for the schedule for FY21.

-

Annual Meeting Planning – in the works – going virtual as per Jim’s email earlier this
week – planning for presentations for Member staff as well as bigger picture discussion
for leadership.

-

Rural Studio Opportunity - 200 houses in the next 2 years – they need partners for this
pilot program. Webinar coming – may not fit everyone but RS will work with what we
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need i.e. build on piers in AL but have plans for foundations.

e. Lending
- Community Lending – Dwain Neeley - $6.3M in lending to Members – Bond guarantee
$$ - rates have dropped to around 4.3% - 28 yrs or out to 30. One Member is
refinancing 4M in debt and saving $100K /yr in fees. Dwain can run the numbers for
your situation. Comm. Facilities $$ available - if you hear of projects in your area –
referral program still available to you to earn $$ in your pocket. Covid emergency
loan – 0% was used by 5 Members; we want to help keep things moving forward.
Take a look at what you need – call/email Dwain.

-

JustChoice Lending -David Brock - Retail housing market: rates out of control in a
good way depending on product/investor. USDA 502 Guaranteed at 2.075% getting
some calls on refinancing based on that rate; 15yr lock for households at 80% AMI at
2.875%. Not enough housing stock available, example, Fahe Staff Member looking
for a house – they found one that was on market for 3 hrs, she was the 10th person to
look at house. Bidding against other borrowers is never good for a homebuyer.
Fannie Mae stated they are seeing the need for new construction in every market
that they work in. USDA - Very Strong – 502 Direct full throttle, no slow down –
increased income limits and loan limit is increasing the pipeline. April Pritchard is new
JCL Staff that is working with Jamie Puckett USDA activity.

-

Communications: Anthony Newman: Shared about the Fahe reach in social media
and that the Communication Team would like to have volunteers to work on a story
to publish on social media – Danielle Stapleton, AppCAA & Jamie Gross, People Inc.
volunteered!

Next Caucus Meeting – Wed. Oct. 28 hosted by AppCAA scheduled at Natural Tunnel State Park
Upcoming Events
• Fahe Membership Renewals – Materials will be sent by July 1 – Partial DUE 7/31/20: Items
A, B, C & fee. Remaining docs no later than Aug. 31.

•
•

Quarterly Reporting – Deadline for Quarter Ending 6/30/20 – Wed., July 15
Self-Guided Online Training – 21 NTI Courses Available for free! Register by July 31, 60
days to complete course/tests – contact jackie@fahe.org

•
•

Virtual NTI – August 17-21 –– more info will be coming on how to register/cost, etc.
Fahe Annual Meeting – September 22-24 – 40th Anniversary!

Action Taken Following the Caucus Meeting – Caucus Chair Election
6/30/2020 – Rebecca Dillow announced via email a call for nominations for Caucus Chair
– Jamie Gross, People, Inc. offered to serve as Caucus Chair
- Andy Kegley Seconded the nomination
- Rebecca announced that nominations would remain open for 2 additional days to
allow for additional nominations
7/2/2020
- Rebecca emailed the call for voting on Jamie’s nomination
7/8/2020
- Rebecca announced the results electing Jamie as VA Caucus Chair
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Fahe Updates
Partners for Rural Transformation (PRT):






Social media completed:
o PRT tweeter: https://twitter.com/pfrtorg
o PRT Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ruraltransformation.org/
4 working groups established and functioning:
o Fundraising,
o Communications,
o Advocacy and
o Research
Urban Institute selected to conduct PRT research on Persistent Poverty and the 6 CDFIs (Nov.
2020-Oct 2021)
PRT exploring legal status

Reporting – Quarter End 6/30/2020
100% Reported!!

VA

VA Organizations
Turned in by 7/10
Turned in by 7/15
Turned in by 7/25

Appalachian Community Action Agency (AppCAA)
Helping Overcome Poverty's Existence, Inc. (HOPE)
People, Inc.
Southeast Rural Community Assistance Project (SERCAP)
Washington Co. VA HFH (WCHFH)

5
1
3
5

VA Organizations
20.00%
60.00%
100.00%

Turned in by 7/10
Turned in by 7/15
Turned in by 7/25

Reports Sent ‐ 7/15 ‐ Danielle S
Reports Sent ‐ 7/22 ‐ Andy K
Reports Sent ‐ 4/17 ‐ Jamie G
Reports Sent ‐ 7/7 ‐ Lauren M
Nothing to Report ‐ 4/24 ‐ Audrey

6
2
4
6

33.33%
66.67%
100.00%
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STRATEGIC PROGRAMS RECOVERY INITIATIVES UPDATE
TO: PAM JOHNSON, CBDO, FOR CAUCUS MEMBERS
FROM: VANESSA LOMINAC HASTE
RE: UPDATE OF STRATEGIC PROGRAMS RECOVERY INITIATIVES FOR OCTOBER 2020
DATE: October 13, 2020
This memo is intended to provide an overview for Caucus Members of Fahe Strategic
Program Recovery Projects and Initiatives as of October 2020.
RECOVERY HOUSING
Fahe Staff and Fahe Members Karen Jacobson, Executive Director of Randolph
County Housing Authority/Fahe Board Chair, and David Clark, Executive Director of
Woodlands Development Group & Community Lenders, served as panelists at the West
Virginia Recovery Housing Conference. Panelists were invited to present by the Director of
Drug Control Policy in West Virginia Robert Hansen. Vanessa Lominac Haste, Program
Manager of Kentucky Access To Recovery, was able to share some of Fahe’s Recovery
Housing projects such as Hickory Hill, Sky Hope, and the Hope Center as well as other
recovery projects.
Odyssey House in Neon Kentucky has applied for pre-NARR certification through
Kentucky Recovery Housing Network, the Kentucky affiliate for NARR. James Caudill, Fahe
Project Manager, states that “all documents have been submitted and we are anticipating
approval at any time.” Odyssey House is an initiative made possible by KORE (Kentucky
Opioid Response Effort) funding and is a partnership between Fahe member HOMES and
Fahe partner Addiction Recovery CARE. This housing model can support 16 men in a
transitional setting.
RECOVERY INITIATIVES & PROGRAMS
The Fahe Recovery Working Group is open to all members. The purpose of the group is
to discuss recovery solutions share project ideas, create opportunities to expand successful
programs with other Members, expand into other areas and convene members across the
Network for peer sharing. Jessie Hunt, Fahe Grant Compliance Analyst, states “the group has
tackled such topics as Housing Partnerships with Service Providers and how to repurpose
stagnate rental stock. As well as the Hope Building Project (which is led by Fahe partner
HDA); referral relationships between Community Action Agencies and Treatment Providers;
1
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possible site visits to Fahe recovery housing projects (post-COVID); Samaritan Inn; Room In
the Inn; and funding opportunities for recovery housing.” These meetings are informal and
designed to create opportunities to learn from one another across the Fahe Network and
how Members can work in the recovery arena.” Fahe staff continue to have discussions with
Oxford House concerning new chapters and rural expansion of Oxford housing.
Kentucky Access to Recovery (KATR) is a KORE funded pilot program focused on
providing individuals in recovery from opioid addiction, recovery supports such a funding for
recovery housing, transportation, and childcare. KATR served 1,253 clients in its first year and
administered over 1 million dollars for direct client support services. KATR currently serves 15
Kentucky counties and is slated to provide more than 1 million dollars in direct client support
services in the second year of operations.
Transformational employment connects recovering individuals with meaningful
employment opportunities in 12 Kentucky counties. This program is funded through a grant
from the Appalachian Regional Commission and provides employer incentives to hire as well
as employer support through Mentor Rob Perez of DV8 kitchen and intern support through
Addiction Recovery Care. This program is in its second year of operation. During the last four
months, the Program has placed 19 interns with 14 different employers providing $119,647.66
in salary support. The program expanded from the original six counties to now cover twelve
counties in the Fahe Network.
Drew Pritchard, Fahe Business Development Manager, states “We’ve been able to
place interns with Members such as HDA, along with multiple municipalities and small
businesses in the region. Increasing the program from six counties to twelve in June, has
helped the program expand tremendously within Fahe’s footprint.”
The Fahe Network is considered an innovator with the various programs piloted
working with State agencies and service providers. Housing has been repeatedly identified
as one of the biggest hurdles for individuals coming out of residential treatment and
transitioning back into communities. The Network not only brings housing expertise, but
programmatic knowledge and the ability to work with cross sector partners to address their
housing need. Should you want to know more about any of the recovery activities listed,
participate in the recovery working group, or want to consider a recovery pilot, please
contact vhaste@fahe.org.
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MEMBERSHIP CAUCUS

IMPACT MODEL
UPDATE
October 2020
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What?

Summary

Fahe is strengthening our impact measurement and
reporting

Who?
Membership leaders

Why?
Impact measurement and management are
important practices for ensuring Fahe as a whole is
heading in the right direction for our long term
outcomes

How?
Review action framework, provide feedback,
evaluate current readiness as a Network to track
impact.
12

PROJECT PHASES

Identify

Executive

Management

Framework

Team

Team

"North Star"
+
Driver Diagram

Retreat to select
"North Star" +
principles
"Action Framework"
mapped alongside
existing work

Obtain feedback
and input from
managers on
drivers, and
potential metrics

Membership

Feedback and input
from Members on
drivers, potential
metrics, other
challenges/
opportunities

Review and
Adopt

Final framework
for impact
measurement is
adopted and
implementation
begins
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A Thriving Appalachia
Using a Driver Diagram
Our North Star will help us focus
on the specific items we should
track to insure we are measuring
impact and heading the right
direction.
14

One Example from a National Organization

Action Framework

Drivers
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DESTINATION
(WHAT SHOULD THE DATA POINT US TOWARD?)

A Thriving Appalachia
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Principles
Guiding the actions that take us
toward a thriving Appalachia

1. Appalachia is a place
where investment
makes sense
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2. People know they belong.
No one is excluded.

3. We can all do more
together.
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4. Trust takes time to build,
effort to maintain, and both
are worth doing

5. Capacity is a shared
resource.
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6. Local leaders need
resources to create change.

7. Decisions should be made at
the most local level possible.
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8. People deserve intentional
access to opportunity.

9. For places to thrive, systems
have to change
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principles

CHARGES

Thriving Appalachia
for everyone

LEADERSHIP

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Appalachia is a place where investment makes sense
People know they belong. No one is excluded.
We can all do more together.
Trust takes time to build and effort to maintain.
Capacity is a shared resource.
Local leaders need resources to create change.
Decisions should be made at the most local level possible.
People deserve intentional access to opportunity.
For places to thrive, systems have to change

HOUSING

EDUCATION

HEALTH &
WELL BEING

ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY
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principles

ACTION FRAMEWORK

Thriving Appalachia
for everyone

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Appalachia is a place where investment makes sense
People know they belong. No one is excluded.
We can all do more together.
Trust takes time to build and effort to maintain. (this is where I felt like risk landed)
Capacity is a shared resource. (risk is here too)
Local leaders need resources to create change.
Decisions should be made at the most local level possible.
Opportunities result from intentional investment People deserve intentional access
to opportunity. (prescriptive? innovate? delegation? where is risk?)
9. For places to thrive, systems have to change

Investing equitably
in people
and places

Collaborative

Intentional

Belonging and

Leadership

Opportunity

Community
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Action Framework
Investing equitably
in people
and places

Collaborative
Leadership

DRIVERS
New / More

Advocacy for fair*
financial resources

Bonding*
Connections
(Fahe itself)

(Everyone )
decision makers

Making deals
where its hard

Bridging*

Connections

Locally

(PRT, OFN, etc)

(Members in

Intentional
Opportunity

Belonging and
Community

Educational

Nurturing

Affordable

Access Across the

Healthy Places

Housing

Lifespan

Using voice to

Representation

influence political

in decision

process

Individual leaders
in communities

own networks)

Increasing

Developing

where investment
makes sense

Bridging*

Nationally

New narratives about

Fostering
Innovative Social
Enterprise

Diverse,
welcoming places
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Investing equitably
in people
and places

Advocacy for fair*
financial resources

Measures

DRIVERS

New / More
(Everyone )
decision makers

Making deals

Relevant
Program
Work

where its hard

New narratives
about where
investment makes
sense
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Collaborative
Leadership

Bonding*

Measures

Connections
(Fahe itself)

Bridging*

DRIVERS

Connections
Nationally
(PRT, OFN, etc)

Relevant
Program
Work

Bridging*
Locally
(Members in
own networks)

Individual leaders
in communities
*I need to go way into the civic capacity

/ social capital literature to see if these phrases

have wildly different meanings, but they are usually applied to individuals, not orgs...
but I suspect there is lanauge I'm not aware of
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Measures
Developing
Intentional
Opportunity

Affordable
Housing

Increasing
Educational
Access Across the

DRIVERS

Lifespan

Relevant
Program
Work

Nurturing
Healthy Places

Fostering
Innovative Social
Enterprise
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Action Framework
Belonging and

Using voice to

Community

influence political

DRIVERS
Measures

process

Representation
in decision
making venues

Relevant
Program
Work

Diverse,
welcoming places
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Memo: Membership Feedback on Impact Measurement Process
From: Katy Stigers, Vice President of Research

Introduction
Fahe needs to increase its capacity to account for all the important work occurring across
the network. Much of this work is occurring through the Membership in areas beyond
housing. One of the steps in growing our ability to do good measurement work is adopting
an impact model and measurement framework. A useful and popular tool for this sort of work
is a driver diagram.
Earlier this summer the Fahe executive team adopted several guidelines for developing a
more fully realized Network-specific measurement framework that guides our identification of
drivers, and helps us focus on what we do and don’t want to focus on in terms of the impact,
or long term change in our region, we want to track.
Road Trip Analogy
An analogy I have used during these discussions is a road trip. We can measure many things
about a journey, such as gas mileage, distance traveled, kinds of terrain covered, or how
many license plates from different states we see. The most important indicator, though, is
whether we are getting closer to the intended destination. Rather than miles, we want to
measure miles in the right direction. Once we have that fixed, the other information can tell
us how often we need to stop to refuel or whether we should budget for overnight stays in a
hotel. There might be other things we want to know from our trip, like what made it more
enjoyable (good playlist? In-car games?), but for my analogy the main point is – where are
we going, and how will we know we are getting there?
The destination, for the purposes of the impact model, is a thriving Appalachia. In contrast to
the portraits of Appalachia, and other areas with deep persistent poverty, the goal for our
Members is to cultivate a place with opportunity and investment, one that is attractive to
people as a home, and where their children might choose to stay. It’s a place where
everyone is welcome, and people can get what they need from healthcare, to education,
to financing for a home or business.
Several groups of scholars interested in how to change the story for areas struggling to break
free of decades of disinvestment and marginalization have reviewed data and research to
identify what kinds of changes might help, and which areas seem to matter most.
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Driver Diagram
We are building our impact framework using a driver diagram. As an example in the slides,
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation uses such a model, as do many other approaches to
managing big changes.
You are familiar with Fahe’s charges, as expressed in the last strategic plan. I expected our
impact model to align with these charges. However, in a focus group with the executive
team it became clear that aspects of Fahe’s work, notably advocacy, but also our Network
approach, and desire to foster a welcoming region weren’t captured in our programmatic
charges. Yet, these are very important parts of the work Fahe does.
In the slides you can see how the framework of values and the “destination” of a thriving
Appalachia, as well as our existing bodies of work, help form the action framework we have
so far. In the caucus meeting our purpose will be to push a bit deeper, and think about
specific data points or metrics that you may track now, could track in the future, or would
recommend Fahe track to help us monitor our progress toward these areas that are
important to reaching this destination.
It also is important for us to find out if you see places where the action framework doesn’t
feel right, or there is an area missing that where you would expect us to be doing data
collection.

These are the topics I’d like to discuss at the upcoming caucus meetings.
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Request for Information on Data Collection / Reporting by Membership
As Fahe continues to strengthen its impact measurement and reporting, it is important to
know what the current state of practice is among the Membership.
The questions I will share at the Caucus meeting are below. If you have a chance to provide
responses at that time, it will be very helpful. Feel free to save a new document and use the
empty spaces below each question for your answers.
1. Across your organization, do you have programs that you would say relate to the themes
below? If so, could you list them (or provide a link to a document or website?)
2. Investing equitably in people and places
3. Collaborative leadership (in your community, across Appalachia, nationally)
4. Intentional Opportunity (housing, education/career training, improving health, fostering
social enterprises)
5. Belonging and Community (advocacy with elected officials or raising your voice in the
media, representation-serving on commissions, etc., diversity/equity/inclusion work)
6. Anything not already covered above?
7. Does your organization have its own definition of “impact”?

1.a. If so, what is it? (or what dimensions does it cover?)

1.b. What metrics or data points do you use to track it?

8. Do you have a particular software or database that you use to track the information? If
so, what is it?

9. Are there organizations, other than Fahe (for Neighborworks Reporting) to which you
regularly report information? If so, could you share what they are?
10. Does your organization have a staff member dedicated to focusing on tracking data?
Are they full-time? Part-time? Contractor?
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